A SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT CARD
THE SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT SCORES STRAIGHT A’S WITH THE
INSTALLATION OF HIGH-SPEED, ENERGY-EFFICIENT
GREEN APPLE XLERATOR® HAND DRYERS

“

THE HIGH-SPEED,
ENERGY-EFFICIENT
GREEN APPLE XLERATOR
HAND DRYERS ARE
HELPING TO REDUCE
OUR OPERATIONAL
COSTS BY LOWERING
OUR PAPER TOWEL
CONSUMPTION
AND REDUCING THE
AMOUNT OF LABOR
NEEDED TO MAINTAIN
OUR FACILITIES.”
KENT JONES
Disctrict Facilities
Operations Specialist

There are students and teachers in more than half of the households in the
United States. A quarter of all Americans walk through the doors of a school
every day. Yet instead of walking into places of opportunity, millions enter
buildings where the air they breathe is filled with toxins and mold, where
classrooms are poorly lit and overcrowded and where resources are limited
and outdated. Too many of our children are learning in buildings that are
compromising their health and ability to succeed. Our kids deserve better.
Where they learn matters.
Excel Dryer, Inc., manufacturer of the original, patented, high-speed and
energy-efficient XLERATOR hand dryer, has partnered with the Center for
Green Schools at the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) through their
Green Apple initiative to help create high performing schools that save
taxpayer dollars and provide safer learning environments for children. Excel
Dryer has provided more than just an opportunity for schools to embrace
sustainable facility maintenance solutions; custom covered Green Apple
XLERATOR hand dryers are available for any facility to purchase. A portion
of all Green Apple XLERATOR proceeds go back to the Green Apple initiative.
The Center for Green School’s mission to put every student within this
generation in a green school resonates with schools around the world,
including the Sacramento City Unified School District, which was one of the
very first to adopt the Green Apple XLERATOR hand dryers as part of their
strategic plans centered on the theme of ‘putting children first.’
Josh Ingram, Facility Operations Manager of the Sacramento Charter High
School (Sac High), took a good look at the school’s purchasing and quickly
identified paper towel consumption as a major problem. Sac High was
using over a million paper towels a year, at a cost of almost $18,000, without
accounting for labor, maintenance, and waste removal fees. With the help
of Kent Jones, Sacramento City Unified School District’s Facilities Operation
Specialist, Ingram began to pursue the most cost-effective alternative to
paper towels.

THE SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
DOES THEIR HOMEWORK
After a series of testing and comparison of other brands, Sacramento City Unified
School District facility maintenance managers narrowed in on the high-speed,
energy-efficient XLERATOR hand dryer and selected the custom covered Green
Apple option, which not only benefitted SCUSD’s bottom line, but would help
positively transform schools round the globe.
Unlike conventional hand dryers, which average 30 to 45 seconds of drying
time, XLERATOR dries hands three times faster (completely in 10 seconds*)
and uses 80 percent less energy than conventional hand dryers. XLERATOR
represents a 95 percent cost savings when compared to paper towels, reduces
the need for maintenance, and improves restroom hygiene. The XLERATOR
is MADE IN USA Certified®, the first hand dryer to be GreenSpec® Listed and
helps facilities qualify for LEED® Credits. In 2014, Excel Dryer re-launched the
custom-covered Green Apple XLERATOR to support the Green Apple mission
to put all students in safe, sustainable schools where they can not only learn,
but thrive.
A customized cost-savings analysis revealed that XLERATOR could save Sac High
almost $17,000.00 annually – a 97.96 percent savings versus paper towels – and
eliminate 5,587 pounds of paper towel waste a year. Energy efficiency statistics
generated from testing the XLERATOR against paper towels support a compelling
argument to adopt Excel Dryer’s technology. Drying hands with paper towels uses
an average of 743 kilojoules per use, while an XLERATOR uses just 76 kilojoules
per use.
“The high-speed, energy-efficient Green Apple XLERATOR hand dryers are helping
to reduce our operational costs by lowering our paper towel consumption and
reducing the amount of labor needed to maintain our facilities,” said Kent Jones,
District Facilities Operations Specialist. “XLERATOR’s compact size, high volume
output and durability also make it an outstanding choice for our urban school
district. The many different finishes that the high-speed and energy-efficient hand
dryers come in makes finding the right dryer easy. Last but not least, we found
that the cost of the XLERATOR, compared to others, was very reasonably priced
and would allow us to install many more of them as compared to other brands.”
The cost-savings XLERATOR offers compared to paper towels, along with reducing
labor needed for maintenance and waste removal, were powerful motivators for
installing the dryers. However, the Sacramento City Unified School District was
also in pursuit of sustainability solutions.
“Excel Dryer’s expertise and knowledge about the importance of energy-efficient,
low-maintenance and durable hand dryers made a tremendous impact on our
sustainability transformation at the Sacramento City Unified School District,” said
Farah Wissinger, Environmental Sustainability Manager for the school district.
“Excel Dryer’s customized cost-savings analysis showed us exactly how much
energy and money we were wasting on paper towels in our washrooms, including
maintenance and waste removal fees that really add up.”
The customized cost-savings analysis was also able to evaluate key variables to
address the school’s environmental concerns. The report estimated XLERATOR
hand dryers would reduce the school’s carbon footprint by 80.73 percent, which
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates an equivalent
annual savings of 104 trees, 18.48 cubic meters in landfill space, over 123,000
gallons of water, and emissions from over 116 gallons of gasoline.
“The addition of XLERATOR dryers is saving us time and money while also
reducing our carbon footprint, which is a great lesson for our students, too. We
plan to continue installation of XLERATOR dryers throughout the Sacramento City
Unified School District,” said Wissinger.
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FINAL EXAMS
Two restrooms at Sac High were retrofitted with the high-speed, energyefficient Green Apple XLERATOR hand dryers. Ingram reacted to the impact
stating, “These are our busiest bathrooms, I was always cleaning things off
the floors and sinks. Now these are the easiest bathrooms to clean in our
whole school.”
When asked about the benefits and overall impact XLERATOR provided to Sac
High, Ingram had only one question for Excel Dyer: “Can you send more?”

FARAH WISSINGER
Environmental
Sustainability Manager

EXTRA CREDIT
“As an active member of USGBC, Excel Dryer is pleased to join forces with
the Center for Green Schools through their Green Apple initiative. Together,
we will advance the development of high-performing green schools creating
better learning environments for our nation’s students,” said William Gagnon,
Vice President of Marketing, Excel Dryer, Inc.
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In addition to donating a portion of the proceeds of every Green Apple XLERATOR
sold, Excel Dryer is a proud supporter of the Green Apple Day of Service.
The annual event brings together thousands of advocates from around the
world, including students, teachers, parents, elected officials, organizations,
companies and more, by taking action in their communities through local
service projects. Taking place on the last Saturday in September of each year,
the Green Apple Day of Service presents an opportunity for substantial change
to be made in support of healthy, sustainable schools. For more information,
visit mygreenapple.org.
Excel Dryer continues to innovate and set new industry standards. The new
XLERATOReco® model uses heatless technology to further reduce energy
consumption by over sixty percent, equaling less than 30 kilojoules per use.
XLERATOReco is also available as a Green Apple high-speed and energyefficient hand dryer.
XLERATOR is now also available with a full line of accessories featuring the new
HEPA Filtration System with a washable pre-filter for reliable performance and
a longer life span, antimicrobial wall guards and the XChanger® paper towel
dispenser retrofit kit. For more information, visit exceldryer.com/greenapple.
*Dry time based on third party testing performed by SGS International on XLERATOR®
hand dryer with standard 0.8” nozzle to 0.2g or less of residual moisture.

